
SEL JOURNUP!!  August  

Please copy + complete each sentence starter.

1)  The best part of summer….

2)  The worst part of summer…

3)  Use the letters S or W to name…

3a) something you did over the summer

3b) something you wish you could have done over the summer

3c) any summer activity

4)  The saying “saved by the bell” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence:    school and fun 

6)  Today is “National Back to School Day!!”

6a) List 12(4) reasons you are glad to be back in school.

6b) What are you most excited about for this school year?

6c) What did you miss most about school over the summer?

7)  Wordlicious!! feud royal tree

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! Copy + solve     10 – 7 + 6 x 2 – 3²

To rent a riding lawn mower costs $15 for the first hour or fraction of an 
hour plus $10 for each additional hour or fraction of an hour.  How much 
would it cost to rent it from 10:15 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.?

9)  Drawlicious!!!  Draw a baseball field with a watermelon slice, an ice 
cream sandwich, and a lemonade as the players on each base.  Draw a 
chicken leg as the pitcher and a sunflower seed as the batter!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete sentence starter!!

1)  I was surprised when…

2)  The last time…

3)  Use the letters D or H to name..

3a) something people do on their lunch break

3b) a TV show

3c) something that grows

4)  The saying “upper hand” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence…   two and people

6)  Today is “National Left-Handed Day!!”  

6a) Trace your left hand on your paper.

6b) Are you left-handed?

6c) Please write your name with your left hand and your right hand.

6d) Guess the number of people in the room that are left-handed.

6e) Guess the percentage of people in the world that are left-handed.

7)  Wordlicious!! account locker wrong

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!  There are 430 cupcakes for sale.  Each cost $2.30.  
If all the cupcakes sold, how much money was collected?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a monster with a pizza head, a taco body, French fry 
arms, toothpick legs, and gummy bear feet!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  If I could be a character in a movie, it would be…… because…

2)  I am happy…

3)  Use the letters T or B to name…

3a) a board game

3b) something yellow

3c) something in the classroom

4)  The saying “sell like hotcakes” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: gigantic and small

6)  Today is “National Joke Day!!”

6a) When is the last time you laughed out loud?

6b) What is your favorite joke?

6c) What is the worst joke you ever heard?

6d) Where do math teachers like to shop?

7)  Wordlicious!! band   bottom pet

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!  If there are 47 rows with 36 seats in each row, 
how many seats are available?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a creature in a jar on a table with gummy worms 
as the legs for the table sitting on a cloud!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  Someday I would like to…

2)  The next time..

3)  Use the letters P or F to name…

3a) a movie

3b) a musical instrument

3c) something in a kitchen

4)  The saying “written all over your face” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: make and delicious

6)  Today is “National Relaxation Day!!”

6a) List 18 ÷ 6 ways people relax.

6b) What is your favorite way to relax?

6c) List 1 + 1 ways relaxing helps people.

6c) What could we do at school to relax, besides sleep?

7)  Wordlicious!! drop last nick

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! Ms. Sugarup’s candy jar has 500 pieces.  She 
gave Sasha 120 pieces  and 15% of what was left to Charles.  How many 
pieces are left in the jar? 

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a jelly donut dancing with a blueberry bagel on top 
of a building with three windows and a sign!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  The secret to being happy is...

2)  Have you seen…

3)  Use the letters L or D to name…

3a) a verb

3b) a cartoon character

3c) something square

4)  The saying “cut from the same cloth” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: magical and rainbow

6)  Today is “National Ice Cream Day!!”

6a) When was the last time you had ice cream?

6b) What is your favorite ice cream place?

6c) What is your favorite ice cream item?

6d) What ice cream items have you never tried? 

7)  Wordlicious!! castle man paper

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! Jacob earns $11.50 an hour.  He works 
Tuesday through Saturday from 7:15 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.  He gets a non-paid 
hour off for lunch each day.  How much does he make each week?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a giant hand holding a convertible car filled with 
cows!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  My favorite..

2)  What is the…

3)  Use the letters R or N to name…

3a) something people google 

3b) something at a basketball game

3c) something used to build a house

4)  The saying “a close shave” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: expensive and socks

6)  Today is “National Aviation Day!!”  

6a) Have you flown in a plane?  If so, where to?

6b) Do you think you would like to fly?  Do you?

6c) Where would you like to fly?

6d) Try to list 9 rules in an airport or on a plane.

7)  Wordlicious!! potato pasta bar

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!   Alayka is running for St. Jude.  She has 53 
sponsors.  28 will give her $20 per mile and the rest will give her $10 per 
mile.  She ran 37 total miles.  How much money did she receive for St. Jude?

9)  Drawlicious!!  Draw a giraffe taking a bubble bath in a bathtub in the 
middle of an ocean with sharks and turtles swimming by!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  In my opinion…

2)  I get irritated when..

3)  Use the letters C or M to name…

3a) something you make a reservation for

3b) a school supply

3c) a hero

4)  The saying “piece of cake” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: first and sound  

6)  Today is “National Senior Citizen Day!!”

6a) Who is the oldest person you know?

6b) When was the last time you saw them?

6c) What is special about them?

6d) What is your favorite thing to do with them?

6e) What do you hope to be doing when you are a senior citizen?

7)  Wordlicious!! electronic  fan junk

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!!  Walter is placing a fence around his garden which 
is 2m wide and 7m long.  He already has 11 meters or fencing.  Fencing cost 
$24 per meter.  How much will the additional fencing cost?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw an instrument that is part flute, part trumpet, part 
harp, and part drums!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  I will never give up on…

2)  The best part of my weekend was….

3)  Use the letters S or O to name…

3a) a traffic sign

3b) A job that involves helping others

3c) a Kool-Aid flavor

4)  The saying “all the rage” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: peace and history

6)  Today is “National Be an Angel Day!!”

6a) What do you think it means to be an angel?

6b) When was the last time you were an “angel” to someone?

6c) Describe a time someone was an “angel” towards you.

6d) If you could be an “angel” for a day, what would you do?

7)  Wordlicious!! jig  see dust

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! I am a 4-digit number greater than 9,000.  My 
hundreds’ digit is three times my tens’ digit.  My ones’ digit is one more 
than my tens’ digit.  The sum of my digits is 25.  What’s my number?

Drawlicious!! Draw a carrot in a tuxedo riding a bicycle that is sneezing!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  My favorite drink is…

2)  Something I need to improve about myself is…

3)  Use the letters A or L to name…

3a) a color

3b) a fear

3c) something in the ocean

4)   The saying “ballpark figure” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: success and generous

6)  Today is “National Waffle Day!!”

6a) Have you had a waffle?  If so, from where?

6b) Do you have a waffle maker at home?

6c) What is your favorite kind of waffle?

6d) What is your favorite waffle topping?

6e) Do you prefer waffles or pancakes?

7)  Wordlicious!! clip tie gel

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! Name five numbers between 5.1 and 5.2.  

What number could be in the thousandths place if a number rounds to 
7.68?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a creature that lives inside your refrigerator having 
a party!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  Every day, I wish I could….

2)  I would like to have dinner with….

3)  Use the letters S or I to name..

3a) a TV star

3b) a state

3c) a word that describes how someone feels

4)  The saying “chin music” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: space and dragon

6)  Today is “National I Have a Dream Day!!”

6a) What was Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s speech about?

6b) What do you think he would title a new speech if he was alive   
today?

6c) What dream do you have for our city?

6d) What dream do you have for yourself?

7)  Wordlicious!! soft gown  moth

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! Makayla spent $7.80 at the gas station.  She 
bought some Frooties for $.10 each.  She bought 4 candy bars that cost 
$1.50 each.  How many Frooties did she buy?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw a field of angry flowers with happy clouds making 
faces at the angry flowers.  Draw 5x2 raindrops with positive words inside.
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  Something I will never throw away is..

2)  My favorite computer activity is..

3)  Use the letters B or G to name…

3a) sports equipment

3b) a breakfast food

3c) a gift you would like 

4)  The saying “through the grapevine” means..

5)  Use these words in a sentence: box and light

6)  Today is “National Mother Teresa Day!!”

6a) Who is Mother Teresa/

6b) When was the last time you helped someone?

6c) List 12 ÷ 4 things you can do to help others.

6d) What was the last thing someone helped you with?

7)  Wordlicious!! NFL NBA MLB

What do these have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! Zane has 5 tickets numbered 1-5 in his pocket.  
What is the probability as a fraction and percent that he will select a ticket 
with an even number on it?

What is the probability of an odd number as a fraction and percent?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw hairy creature feet at the bottom of your paper 
and have the legs reach to the top!!  Draw different hair covering the legs!!
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SEL JOURNUP!!

Please copy + complete each sentence starter!!

1)  My favorite piece of clothing is..

2)  If I could have a superpower it…

3)  Use the letters P or D to name…

3a) a liquid

3b) an ice cream flavor

3c) a video game

4)  The saying “wet behind the ears” means…

5)  Use these words in a sentence: help and choice

6)  Today is “National Secondhand Day!!” 

6a) Do you get hand-me-downs?  If yes, from who?

6b) Have you ever borrowed something to wear?  If yes, what?

6c)  List 14 ÷ 7 second-hand stores.

6d) Have you ever shopped at a second-hand store? 

7)  Wordlicious!! cat bowling backstreet

What do these words have in common?

8)  Mathlicious Moment!! If you roll a six-sided die and flip a coin, what 
are the total possible outcomes?     

What is the probability of rolling an odd number and landing on tails?

9)  Drawlicious!! Draw two ducks playing ping pong on top of the ping 
pong table with snakes curled around the legs of the table!!
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Wordlicious Answer Key Mathlicious Moment Answer Key
1. family 1. 6         $70.00
2. number 2. $989
3. rock 3.  1692
4. Name 4.  323
5. Sand 5.  $460
6. Salad 6.  $29,970
7. Mail 7.  $168
8. saw 8.  9,934
9. Hair 9.  Answers vary

10. Ball 10.  18
11. Draft 11.  ⅖=40%    ⅗ = 60%
12. Alley 12.  H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 

       T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6      3/12 = 1/4


